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Introduction

No Good
Words
Coming up with the “right” thing
to say usually escapes me.
By Caryn Rivadeneira

I have to be honest: I’ve been struggling over how

to write an introduction for this. Other than seeing
the terrible effects of both the disease and the
treatment, experiencing the personal pain of loss
when the treatment doesn’t work, and rejoicing with
friends and family when it does, I have no helpful
experience and certainly no authority to write this.
If you have faced cancer, I’m sure you’ve
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encountered people like me—people who don’t know
what to say or how to say it. We ask things in stilted
tones and squint our eyes, tilt our heads, and smile
nervously. Well, I’m the same way now except I’m
typing. I don’t have any words to comfort, any words
to console or encourage. And I’m not even doing a very
eloquent job expressing that.
As I stopped a second to think of what to write, God
butted in and dropped something on my heart—I don’t
have to have the words. I should just stop typing and
let you get to the wonderful words that follow from the
people who have helpful experience and do have the
“authority” to offer their encouragement, advice, and
comfort.
Before I stop, though, I do want to add that the stories
that follow aren’t meant to give you standards to live up
to or give your prescriptions to survive or thrive. Just
because some have used cancer to launch ministries or
something “big” doesn’t mean you should feel bad if you
don’t—or can’t. These stories are meant only to give you
hope and show you the way God has used cancer as an
unlikely blessing in the lives of many—and give you a
glimpse of what he might have in store for you.
Blessings!
Caryn Rivadeneira
Contributing Editor, Today’s Christian Woman downloads,
Christianity Today International
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Taking
On Cancer
This survivor’s strategies.
By Phyllis Ten Elshof

The first time I had breast cancer, in 1993, I

thought I’d die. Everyone around me thought so, too—
especially people who knew people who’d died of it.
My mother tried to console me, saying, “The further
you get from this, the safer you’ll feel.” But I didn’t
believe her. Two years later, my physician ordered
a bone scan after I complained of nagging hip pain.
Its results revealed a suspicious spot on my hip bone
that indicated the possibility my breast cancer had
metastasized.
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In the anxious days that followed, I shared my
worries with another cancer survivor who told me
how she coped with worry. “I saved a couple extra
chemo pills,” she said. “Whenever I feel anxious
about a recurrence, I pop one.” We both laughed, but
something eased within me. I suddenly recognized
the need we cancer survivors have to battle one of
the disease’s most invasive side effects: the fear of
its return.
Thankfully, after my physicians identified the hot
spot on my scan as a stress fracture, not cancer, I
vowed to slip the grip of fear by making the most of
every cancer-free day I had. I’d make more time for
people. If my daughter, son, or friends called, I’d
drop what I was doing to talk with them. I’d say no
to projects I once enjoyed but were energy drains.
I’d stay on a low-fat diet for health reasons, but
allow an occasional indulgence, such as a hot-fudge
sundae. I’d get more sleep, read better books, spend
more time in prayer. I decided to see cancer not as
a death sentence, but as an invitation to live.
An abnormal mammogram in May 2001 indicated
I had to take on my foe again. While round two
of breast cancer initially knocked me for a loop,
I wasn’t down long. My systems for coping were
already in place. Here’s what has helped me—and
can help you, too, if you ever have to face breast
cancer or know someone who does.
Don’t rush the process.

In my grandmother’s time, a malignant breast lump
meant unconditional surrender to what followed.
A woman might awaken from a surgical biopsy
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minus the lump, breast, axillary nodes—even chest
muscle. In addition to facing an ugly slash and hollow
where her breast had been, she coped with minimized
movement, increased risk of infection, and painful
swelling in the adjacent arm.
By the time I was treated for breast cancer, things
had changed. Thanks to women’s advocacy groups,
enlightened surgeons, and a host of studies, the
“radical Halstead,” described above, had been replaced
by a “modified radical,” which leaves the muscle
intact. In many cases, women are offered the choice
of a mastectomy or a lumpectomy plus radiation,
in which small lumps are excised with cancer-free
margins.
The first time around, I wasn’t given a choice. The
size of the lump in my left breast (3.8 cm, or golf ballsized) eliminated the lumpectomy option. Fortunately,
my mastectomy was justified by the results: In
addition to the primary lump, the pathologist reported
two others, plus “abundant fibrous breast tissue
showing fibrocystic alteration.” Five of my 16 lymph
nodes were malignant, meaning I’d have to have six
months of chemotherapy.
Still, I wondered if I should have gotten a second
opinion. A different surgeon might have echoed the
first’s advice, but even that would have assured me I
was doing the right thing. The point is, don’t rush to
judgment. Breast cancer grows slow enough for you
to make an informed decision about how to treat it.
When my mother-in-law was diagnosed, she recoiled
at a surgeon’s advice to have a mastectomy. At my
7
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urging, she sought a second opinion. She’s cancerfree today after a lumpectomy and radiation.
Research the dickens out of it.

Some people want to hear only what they have to
about a medical problem; anything more terrifies
them. For me, information is power; it offers a sense
of direction through something that threatens to rob
me of all sense of control.
My second round of breast cancer was easier to deal
with, partly because of what I’d learned from the first.
My work with breast-cancer support groups such as
Reach to Recovery and Expressions for Women had
put me in regular contact with survivors. I’d read
everything I could get my hands on, crowding my
bookshelves with classics such as Dr. Susan Love’s
Breast Book, Living Beyond Limits by David Spiegel,
M.D., Cancer as a Turning Point by Lawrence LeShan,
and MAMM, a magazine for women with cancer. I’d
also researched dozens of Internet sites. I knew so
much about breast cancer, I was bored by it.
But like a bolt of lightning, my abnormal mammogram
in May 2001 recharged my interest. I surfed the
Net for information on mammogram findings, core
biopsies, and treatment for recurrent breast cancer.
I was back on the phone with my breast-cancer
buddies. And what I learned eased the tangle of stress
inside me so I could think rationally about the big
decisions I’d soon have to make, such as: Would I need
a mastectomy in my right breast? Could I get by this
time with a lumpectomy and radiation? Should I have
chemotherapy again?
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Lean on the professionals.

Personal research is helpful, but it can only go so far.
God gave us health-care professionals for a reason—to
help guide us through a mass of information toward a
reasonable solution.
When I was diagnosed with breast cancer the second
time, my surgeon suggested a conference at which my
husband and I and various physicians would discuss
my case to determine the best treatment course. I
leaped at the opportunity.
The conference at a nearby hospital began with
slides of my cancer cells and two treatment options:
mastectomy or lumpectomy with radiation. The choice
narrowed after I mentioned I’d also been diagnosed the
previous year with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. I was
in remission but deeply concerned about how breastcancer treatment might affect my immune system’s
ability to cope with the lymphoma.
With that revelation, the discussion shifted. The
oncologist said he preferred getting rid of all breast
tissue to avert possible recurrence. The surgeon
argued for mastectomy, too, saying it would be better
to do everything now rather than in stages. Within
minutes, a consensus emerged.
I left the conference with a clear sense of direction.
My questions had been addressed. I’d been a full
participant in the discussion. Everyone in that room
had helped me decide a mastectomy was my best
choice.
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Don’t settle for less than the best.

During my first round of breast cancer, a surgeon
made a suggestion for which I’ve always been
grateful. “You’re so young, you ought to consider
immediate reconstruction,” he said. I was 48 at the
time.
A few days later, I met with a plastic surgeon
to discuss how to rebuild my breast. He
explained several options, including a TRAMflap reconstruction (Traverse Rectus Abdominus
Myocuta-neous flap—also called the “sit-up muscle”
of the abdomen), in which he’d build a breast entirely
of my own tissue, scavenging muscle and fat from
my belly. This option required more surgery and
recovery time, but the results were more natural than
an implant. Best of all, I’d wake up from surgery with
a new breast already in place. I chose the TRAM.
For the most part, I was happy with the results.
But several months later, when I attended a Reach
to Recovery seminar and saw the slides of a plastic
surgeon who specialized in breast reconstruction,
I began to wonder if my plastic surgeon had really
done so well. What would this specialist think of my
reconstruction? From what I could see, my left breast
couldn’t compare with what was on the screen.
When I faced a second mastectomy in 2001, I tried
calling that plastic surgeon. While waiting for a
response, I researched the list of physicians provided
by the American Society of Plastic Surgeons. No one
stood out as a breast-reconstruction specialist.
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So I met with a local plastic surgeon. But his answers
to my questions were hardly reassuring. When I
asked about back-flap construction, he said, “I see no
point in going through all that when you can get the
same results with an expander-implant” (a deflated
plastic balloon-type insert with a flange in which
the physician adds saline weekly until it reaches the
required size).
Question: “What about skin-sparing surgery?”
Blank stare.
Rephrase: “What kind of incision is made?”
“Ah!” The wedge he drew made me dive for the exit.
Forget the inconvenience; I wanted a physician I could
trust. And I wanted a breast I could live with the rest
of my life—without having to dodge eyes in a locker
room. Most of all, I wanted something I could show to
other women as proof that breast cancer didn’t have to
leave anyone maimed or disfigured.
A week later, I made a trip across two states to see
the specialist whose work I’d seen. “This is quite a
challenge,” he said after examining the first plastic
surgeon’s work on me. He then outlined what he’d do.
Along with repairing a hernia left from the original
TRAM, he’d repair the hollow area above my left
breast. And to rebuild the right breast, he’d use muscle
from my back. “We’ll create a breast that looks better
than the one you had,” he said.
From the time the bandage came off, my new breast
looked so natural I didn’t think of mourning the one I’d
lost. Best of all, I no longer had breast tissue to tempt
another round of cancer.
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See cancer as a gift.

When people ask why God would give me breast cancer
twice, I often say, “Why would he give me health? One
is no more deserved than another.”
I go on to tell them how God’s used cancer for good in
my life. For one thing, it’s brought the reconciliation
of my son and daughter. Sibling rivalry ruled through
childhood, teenage years, and well after both left
home. But the day we learned the spot on my hip might
be metastasized breast cancer, my son and daughter
reached out for each other. As I watched them embrace,
tears ran down my cheeks. If this is what cancer could
accomplish, I was willing.
There have been other blessings, too, such as priceless
memories of my post-operative care. I think of how
my daughter bathed me and washed my hair in the
hospital. How my mother fixed tea and fetched me
pillows, how my sisters dropped off meals, how my
step-dad stocked the birdfeeder to entice the finches
I love to watch. How friends kidnapped me for lunch.
And, finally, how my husband helped me into the car
for the long ride home. All the while, I was buoyed by
people who were praying for me at work, at church,
and in various support groups.
But the sweetest blessing is how cancer makes
me cling to God. Life can be so busy, it may take
something such as cancer to teach us that regardless of
how rewarding our job, family, friendships, and church
responsibilities are, nothing’s more precious than time
we spend with God.
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Live like a winner.

Several years ago, Betty Rollins wrote a book titled
First You Cry. I agree—there definitely is a time for
tears. You cry on the elevator ride from the doctor’s
office after he’s put you at the top of his “hit list” for
surgery. You cry when your husband wraps his arms
around you, trying to ease the blow of a biopsy report.
You cry on the phone when you’re telling your kids.
You cry when Mom tells you, “I wish I could have this
instead of you.”
But there’s a time to stop mourning, too, and get back
to life. One way to do that is to get back to whatever
it is God’s called you to do. Work is therapeutic, I’ve
found. It focuses attention on what you can do rather
than on what you’re powerless to control. It makes
you productive and useful. And if you’re blessed as I
am with believing coworkers, it plugs you back into a
network of daily support.
Another way to get a grip on cancer is to start helping
others. You can’t mope around feeling sorry for
yourself if you’re out shopping for hats with someone
about to start chemo. Or be paralyzed by worry if
you’re chugging off to the hospital to deliver flowers
to someone who’s just had surgery. The beauty of such
helping, of course, is that in helping, we find ourselves
being helped.
But the best way to beat back the enemy is to put every
fear into the hands of the God who made us, sustains
us, and controls whatever happens to us. He knew I’d
have cancer. In his unfathomable wisdom, he allowed
it to happen for reasons that are only beginning to
become apparent to me. And in his boundless grace,
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he’s not only using cancer to bless me but to bless those
around me.
Will I have cancer again? Most likely. The lymphoma I
have is the type that will return, and the breast cancer
of nine years ago might still metastasize to other parts
of my body. Even if it does, though, it won’t have the
power to conquer my spirit. For I know that even if
cancer so ravages my body that I no longer have the
strength to go on living, I’ll still win the battle. As
Philippians 1:18, 21 so beautifully says: “I will continue
to rejoice … for to me, to live is Christ and to die is
gain.”
Phyllis Ten Elshof is an editor at Christianity Today
International who lives with her husband in the Chicago
area.
This article first appeared in the March/April 2002 issue
of Today’s Christian Woman.

Reflect
Phyllis took an aggressive researching approach—
doing her own as well as seeking the advice and care
of the top professionals available. Does doing your own
research embolden you or make you more fearful?

£

She also encourages people to see cancer as “a gift.”
How does looking at it this way change your perspective
on cancer?

£

£

How might God want you to use your “gift”?
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Laughter
is Good
Medicine
By cartooning her way through cancer,
one woman staved off depression and
found a way to help others.
By Ginger Kolbaba

Christine Clifford was a teen when her mother,

Mickey, underwent a mastectomy for breast
cancer and slipped into clinical depression. “Mom
stopped washing her hair, brushing her teeth,
shaving her legs,” Christine recalls. “It was as
though Mom crawled into bed and never came out
again. After about a year, my father left my mom,
and everything in my life changed forever.”
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For more than 20 years, Christine prayed that
no matter what happened in her life, she’d never
experience breast cancer.
By the end of her 40th year, everything in her life was
going beautifully. Christine and her husband, John,
were approaching their 20th wedding anniversary.
They had two active boys: Tim, 10, and Brooks, 8. And
she was savoring her success as senior executive vice
president of a large international marketing company.
“I was on top of the world,” Christine says.
But in November 1994, during a routine breast
self-examination, Christine found a lump. She
immediately went to two different radiologists who
said they couldn’t even feel the lump. But Christine
knew something was wrong when the lump started
to protrude from her breast. Finally she convinced
a third physician to do a needle biopsy, a procedure
in which tissue samples are taken from the breast to
determine if cancer cells are present. Four days later,
the diagnosis was cancer; of the four stages of cancer,
she had a stage 3 tumor that had invaded her chest
wall. On New Year’s Eve, Christine had a lumpectomy
and the next 10 months were filled with aggressive
chemotherapy, combined with 33 days of radiation.
“When I was diagnosed with cancer, I immediately
thought I’d be depressed, my husband would leave me,
and I’d die,” admits Christine. “I worried, What if I
only live another year? Three years? Five years?”
Coming face-to-face with her greatest fear, Christine
deliberately chose a different path than her mother.
She leaned on her faith, family, and friends, and
decided she’d do everything possible to live.
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On December 26, Christine and John told their boys
about her disease. John started by reminding them
of their blessings. “Aren’t we a fortunate family?
Wasn’t our Christmas great?” The kids heartily
agreed. “Well, sometimes along with the good
things, bad things happen.” Then John explained
about Christine’s disease and that her treatment
could cause her hair to fall out. Her eldest son, Tim,
exclaimed, “Cool, Mom! Now you’ll look like Captain
Picard on Star Trek!” Christine started to laugh, then
realized that was the first time in eight days she’d
done so. “It felt great! My family allowed humor to
come back into my life. And I picked it up and ran
with it!”
About four weeks after her diagnosis, Christine
awoke in the middle of the night and began sketching
cartoons portraying her cancer experiences. At first
she assumed they were just therapeutic. Then she
realized she could send them as thank-you notes. If
someone sent her flowers, she’d send them a card
with a cartoon of a flower delivery man at the door
and her son yelling, “Mom, more flowers for your
breast!” As she sent these cartoons, she made a
profound discovery: “When people hear you have
cancer, their reaction is to pull away. Because they
don’t know what to say—and they don’t want to say
the wrong thing—they end up saying nothing. But the
humor of my cartoons put people at ease and opened
the door to the relationships I so desperately needed.”
With that discovery, Christine’s marketing savvy
kicked in. “In all the months I went through my
treatments,” Christine recalls, “no one ever gave
me anything that made me laugh!” So she found a
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publisher for her story and cartoons called Not Now,
I’m Having a No Hair Day. Then she expanded the idea
to include cartoons on T-shirts and mugs. In May 1995,
Christine birthed The Cancer Club, an organization
that produces humorous, helpful products for cancer
patients and their families. Her first product, an
exercise video for women recovering from breast cancer
surgery, sold 30,000 copies. Next was a humorous
quarterly newsletter: “I knew how important it was for
me as a patient to receive mail. I lived for going to the
mailbox!”
In 1997, Christine quit her marketing job and started
working for The Cancer Club full-time. She’s kept a
hectic schedule since: writing, speaking, traveling,
and raising funds to fight breast cancer. Last year,
with the help of local and national celebrities, she
raised $100,000 in the “Christine Clifford Celebrity
Golf Invitational.” This September she’s hoping to
raise $150,000 at the second annual golf event.
“I wouldn’t wish cancer on my worst enemy,” Christine
says, “But God allowed me this experience so I could,
in turn, help others.”
Ginger Kolbaba is the managing editor of Marriage
Partnership magazine.
This article first appeared in the September/October
1999 issue of Today’s Christian Woman.
For more information, contact Christine at The Cancer
Club, 6533 Limerick Drive, Edina, MN 55439; 1-800586-9062; www.cancerclub.com.
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Reflect
Christine feared her cancer diagnosis would subject
her to the same fate as her mother’s. How have
“historical” views of cancer affected your view?

£

Humor ultimately played a huge role in Christine’s
battle with cancer. What role does it play in yours?

£

£

How might more laughter be good medicine?
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A Marathon
of Faith
Faced time and again with
recurrent cancer, this woman
made a choice to trust in God.
By Ginger Kolbaba

Amy Kuelbs lived an active, healthy lifestyle, and

had no breast cancer risk factors in her health history.
But in 1991, Amy found a lump. A biopsy showed it
was malignant. “There I was,” Amy says, “a 31-yearold unmarried woman, coming face-to-face with
my mortality.” She had a lumpectomy, followed by
chemotherapy, then radiation. Amy thought she was
cured. But in 1996, during her semiannual physical, she
discovered the breast cancer had returned.
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This time she opted for a bilateral mastectomy (the
removal of both breasts) and reconstructive surgery—
but no other treatments. “I opted for the bilateral
mastectomy because I didn’t want to go through
chemotherapy again,” Amy says. “I knew the likelihood
of cancer spreading to the other side was high.”
Amy was right. In November 1997, she found another
lump—this time on her opposite side near the chest
wall. “I was shocked that the cancer had returned,”
Amy says. “You think you’ve done everything possible
to keep it at bay. I mean, I removed my breasts!”
Amy chose to have a bone marrow transplant, in
which her bone marrow was taken, then returned
to her body after five days of intense, round-theclock chemotherapy. Afterwards she required blood
transfusions and six weeks of radiation.
By February 1998, Amy was able to start walking again.
Soon she was training for a marathon that would take
place in May. “While I was in the hospital, one of my
sisters informed me she was going to run the San Diego
marathon. I told her, ‘I’m going to do it with you.’ I had
to do something, and I wasn’t about to let cancer rule
my life.” Amy worked out every day, whether going for a
walk or a run. And on June 21, 1998, she completed the
marathon in five and a half hours.
But there was another glitch. Several weeks before
running the marathon, Amy went for her three-month
checkup. More bad news: The cancer had returned, this
time as spots on her spine. “I couldn’t believe it was
happening again,” Amy recalls. “I wasn’t even over the
third time.” So she went on Tamoxifen. Recently, they
also discovered two spots on her liver.
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“The first time I was diagnosed, I didn’t have God in
my life. I was totally relying on Amy. But Amy had
already let me down! Something had invaded my body,”
Amy says. “Then a year before my second diagnosis, I
became a Christian. I never could have gone through
what I’ve been through without God. The strength,
courage, and desire to live and overcome were
more than I had, especially during the bone marrow
transplant. I couldn’t feed myself. I couldn’t even pray
for myself! But I knew people were praying for me and
God was in control.”
In 1997, before her third diagnosis, Amy, together
with several other women, founded the Faith Cancer
Foundation, an organization that raises funds for
cancer research, but more important, offers comfort
to cancer patients, their families, and friends through
Faith, a stuffed toy lamb that offers hope and comfort.
Already the Faith Cancer Foundation has given away
thousands of lambs, even to fellow breast cancer
survivors Olivia Newton-John and Betty Ford, who also
ordered lambs for friends.
“I’ve definitely had my moments when I didn’t want
to keep going,” Amy admits. “But I have more selfconfidence now that I have cancer. Just as in any
situation, I have a choice: I can be happy, or I can be
sad. I can be a victim, or I can take charge. Life’s a
lot easier with a positive attitude. I don’t have to be
anyone I can’t be, but I can be more than I am.”
Ginger Kolbaba is the managing editor of Marriage
Partnership magazine.
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This article first appeared in the September/October
1999 issue of Today’s Christian Woman.

Reflect
Training for a marathon gave Amy “something to
do” so cancer wouldn’t “rule her life.” What might
you put your energy toward or focus on so cancer
doesn’t rule your life?

£

The article ends with Amy saying she has a choice
to be happy or sad, to be a victim or take charge.
What consideration have you given those choices?

£

While cancer can leave you feeling out of control
physically, what does it mean to you that you have
control over your attitude?

£
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I’m Alive–and
the Doctor’s Dead!
When Sue Buchanan found out
the odds were against her, she
found the strength to fight harder.
By Ginger Kolbaba

Sue Buchanan was 45 and a successful video and

meeting producer in 1983. She was raising her kids
and having the time of her life. Then she noticed a
thickening in her breast. While a mammogram revealed
nothing abnormal, Sue knew she was in a high-risk
category; her mother had died of breast cancer at age
67. A nagging feeling that something was wrong led Sue
to several different physicians, all of whom reassured
her not to be concerned. Finally, she found one who took
her concern seriously. He ordered another mammogram
and found a discrepancy. Immediately, Sue had a biopsy
that showed cancer cells, followed by a mastectomy.
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The results after surgery were ominous: 14 lymph
nodes were affected. So Sue’s physician scheduled an
aggressive protocol of chemotherapy for a full year.
“When I heard I needed a mastectomy, I thought I’d
be less of a woman, that my husband wouldn’t find me
appealing,” admits Sue. “After surgery, I looked in the
mirror and saw a woman who looked as though she’d
been hit in the chest with an axe.”
Soon Sue realized the statistics were stacked against her.
“Ten months into the chemotherapy treatments, I was in
my physician’s office, impatiently waiting for him. So I
decided to take a peek at my file. In it I discovered a letter
he’d written to an associate saying he didn’t expect me to
live through the end of the year. I was shocked—until I
looked at the date of the letter. It had been written at the
beginning of my treatments, 10 months earlier. I thought,
I’ll show them. I’m doing pretty well for someone who’s
supposed to be dead in two months!”
Throughout her chemotherapy, Sue found power in
the Bible verses she’d learned as a child. “My church
pounded those Scriptures into my head, but it never
meant much to me until I came face-to-face with dying.
I’m glad I learned them!”
But Sue gained some of her greatest strength from the
family members and friends who rallied around her. Every
time Sue had a treatment, they celebrated. Her friends
brought presents or took her on trips. Instead of saying,
“Oh, that horrible treatment, it’s poison,” they said, “Got
through another treatment. Let’s celebrate!” Sometimes
someone would just take animal crackers to her office
and they’d munch them together. “My friends and family
definitely helped me keep my sense of humor intact.
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“I decided I wasn’t going to let this experience define me
as ‘that person with cancer,’” Sue explains. “I was still
the same person I was before I had this disease—a wife,
mother, video producer, and humorist. I just had a new
set of circumstances.”
After her recovery, Sue visited and supported others
with cancer. But not until her friend, best-selling
author Jerry Jenkins, encouraged her to write about her
experience as a survivor, did she discover her gifts as
a speaker and writer. Her first book, I’m Alive and the
Doctor’s Dead, created an opportunity for her to help
others on a bigger scale. She began accepting offers for
speaking engagements to share her story.
Sixteen years after her initial diagnosis, Sue’s now
encouraging her daughter, Dana, who was recently
diagnosed with breast cancer. “I told her, ‘Don’t listen
to statistics.’ We’re individuals. We each do things
differently. Nobody knows how much I laugh, how much
I cry, how much I’m prayed for. Just this morning, I read
in Psalm 139 how God assures us he has things under
control. I’m happy with that.”
Ginger Kolbaba is the managing editor of Marriage
Partnership magazine.
This article first appeared in the September/October 1999
issue of Today’s Christian Woman.
You can reach Sue at Dynamic Media, Inc., 718 Sixth Ave.
S., Nashville, TN 37203; www.SueBue.com.
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Reflect
Sue decided she wasn’t going to let her experience
define her as “that person with cancer.” How do you
define yourself?

£

When a doctor gives a prognosis, how do you view
it? As a limit, an odd to beat, a sentence, or something
else entirely?

£

Sue found comfort and strength in Scripture she’d
memorized as a child. Which verses do you find
yourself coming back to again and again?

£
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Bearing
Each Others’
Burdens
As an advocate for patients diagnosed
with cancer, this cancer survivor offers
encouragement to others.
By the editors of Today’s Christian Woman

When Lynn Eib was diagnosed with colon cancer

at the age of 36, her surgeon told her the disease had
spread to several lymph nodes. “I had a 40 percent
chance of survival,” Eib says. “I figured I’d die.”
Instead, the former journalist lived through surgery
and chemotherapy while trying to understand the
confusing world of cancer terminology and worrying
about what would happen to her three young
daughters and husband if she didn’t survive.
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It was the loneliest time of Eib’s life, and when her
treatment was completed, she never wanted to step
foot inside an oncologist’s office again. Yet deep
down she knew other patients must be battling the
same anxiety and despair she’d faced.
“I remembered how lonely it felt to sit in a recliner
and watch those toxic chemo fluids drip through
tubes to[?] my veins during treatment,” she says. “I
wanted to take away other patients’ pain and give
them peace, but I couldn’t. Then God told me: You
know the One who can. And you can tell them about
me.”
So Eib started a cancer prayer support group and
discovered such joy in this ministry that she asked
God for a chance to help patients full-time.
God answered Eib’s prayer in 1996 when the
oncologist who’d treated her, Marc Hirsh, approached
her about working for him as a patient advocate. He’d
seen how Eib’s group impacted people and wanted
to better meet his patients’ spiritual and emotional
needs.
Eib, now 49, meets with patients to help them
navigate through their diagnosis. “I give them
information about their cancer, as well as a list of
support groups they can join,” she says. “If patients
are alone, I’ll even take notes for them during a
doctor’s appointment. I’m there if they need to talk.
When I introduce myself as a cancer survivor, I have
instant credibility.”
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This proved true when Eib first visited a new patient
named Susan several years ago. Like Eib, Susan had
been diagnosed with colon cancer. She was still in her
forties.
“We really connected,” Eib says. “I prayed often with
Susan, and she attended our support group. Eventually
her cancer went into remission. Then one night Susan
called and told me, ‘I think I know about God, but I
don’t know him personally.’ We prayed over the phone,
and she accepted Christ.” Shortly afterward, Susan’s
cancer returned, and she passed away a few months
later.
While losing someone is difficult, Eib says she loves
to see what can take place in patients’ hearts while
they’re coping. “A life-threatening illness makes
people ask questions,” Eib says. “My greatest joy is to
see patients meet Christ, as Susan did, or draw closer
to him.”
Eib wrote When God & Cancer Meet (Tyndale) to share
stories of hope and healing she’s seen in patients’ lives.
“I’ve learned not to limit God,” Eib says. “He can heal
physically, but if he chooses not to, that doesn’t mean
he hasn’t been at work. Sometimes patients experience
an even more miraculous emotional or spiritual healing
instead.”
First Samuel 23:16 has become Eib’s inspiration. In
this passage, King Saul’s son, Jonathan, encouraged
his friend David, even as jealous Saul threatened to
end David’s life. “Jonathan went to David,” the verse
says, “and helped him find strength in God.”
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“That’s my job,” Eib explains. “I can’t cure people,
but I can help them find strength in God.”
Lynn Eib’s latest book is Finding the Light in
Cancer’s Shadow (Tyndale).
This article first appeared in the July/August 2003
issue of Today’s Christian Woman.

Reflect
Lynn Eib says she’s learn not to limit God, that
“He can heal physically, but if he chooses not to,
that doesn’t mean he hasn’t been at work.” What
does this mean to you?

£

What role has a support group played in your
experience with cancer? What joys has it helped
you discover?

£

Eib recognized feelings of deep loneliness while
she struggled through her cancer treatments. How
have you experienced and dealt with loneliness?
How might you comfort someone using your
experiences, as Eib did?

£
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The Right
Support
How can I show my wife I’m still in love
with her—even without her breast?
By Gary and Carrie Oliver

Q: My wife was recently diagnosed with

breast cancer and had a mastectomy. I’m
searching for ways to let her know that, even
without that “body part,” I’m in love with the
real her. How can I be supportive without being
offensive?
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A: We compliment you on your sensitivity, love, and

concern for your wife and your desire to support her
during this time of loss. I (Carrie) remember when my
mother was diagnosed with breast cancer. We spent
time with her shortly after her surgery. It gripped me
to hear her tearfully express how she felt looking at
what she considered her now deformed body.
One of the most valuable things you can do is try to
understand what your wife feels during this time of
loss, transition, and readjustment. She’s grieving
and making adjustments, both from the mastectomy
and the reality of cancer. This experience can
cause overwhelming sadness, anger, anxiety, and
depression.
As someone who’s gone through several cancer
surgeries, I (Gary) can tell you that once you’ve
had cancer you never look at yourself or at life the
same way. Don’t be surprised if she experiences and
expresses a wide range of emotions, and don’t be
surprised if you do too.
While the parts of our body don’t determine who we
are, they are a part of who we are. For a woman,
breasts are an especially significant part of her
anatomy. Even with reconstructive surgery your
wife will never be or look the same again. This is a
significant loss she must grieve.
There are many ways you can encourage her. When
she expresses sadness or grief, sit with her, hold her,
touch her, and join in her sorrow. Instead of trying
to make it better or “fix” something, ask first if she
knows what she needs from you at that moment.
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Let her put that into words if she can. If she needs
affirmation that she’s still beautiful, tell her she is.
If she needs reassurance that you’ll continue to find
her attractive, then reassure her. If she can’t put into
words what she needs, then simply tell her you love
her deeply, you share her sadness, you’re not going
anywhere, and that with God’s help together you’ll
grow through this.
Remember—sometimes comfort and encouragement
don’t require your words but merely your presence.
Hold her hand. Stroke her hair. Look in her eyes.
Laugh with her. Go for walks. Take her to a movie.
Pray with and for her. Ask the Comforter (the Holy
Spirit) to be present in ways that only he can. The most
important thing you can give your wife right now is
your willingness to join her in her grief and loss, and
your ability to be a visible model of the eternal hope we
have through Christ.
Carrie Oliver is a marriage and family counselor. Gary J.
Oliver Ph.D., co-author of A Woman’s Forbidden Emotion
(Regal), is executive director of The Center for Marriage &
Family Studies at John Brown University in Siloam Springs,
Arkansas. Visit Carrie and Gary at www.liferelationships.
com.
This article first appeared in the Summer 2005 issue of
Marriage Partnership.
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Reflect
£

How have your family members responded to cancer?

How can you help them understand what you need
from them?

£

The Olivers suggested that sometimes comfort and
encouragement merely require your presence, and not
necessarily words. Is that true for you?

£
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Surprised
by Dying
A young pastor discovers
what grace looks like while
battling cancer.
By James Van Tholen

While we were still weak, at the right time Christ

died for the ungodly. … But God proves his love for us
in that while we still were sinners Christ died for us.
—Romans 5:6,8, NRSV
In 1996 James Van Tholen, then 31, and his wife,
Rachel, moved to Rochester, New York, where Jim
became pastor of a Christian Reformed Church.
Members of the church found themselves drawn to
Jim’s ministry, especially to his preaching, which
gleamed with biblical intelligence and humane
understanding.
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Then, the unthinkable occurred: in the late winter of
1998, physicians identified and surgically removed
a liposarcoma from behind Jim’s right knee. Within
weeks Jim had another tumor behind his chest wall,
and then spots on both femurs and one kidney. Recent
tests confirm cancer up and down Jim’s spine, with the
result that he now thinks about how he moves, always
conscious of the risk of spinal cord compression (and
paralysis).
From March until October, Jim struggled to recover from
surgery and to absorb forms of chemotherapy that offered
no cure but could prolong his life somewhat. By October,
the chemotherapy had suppressed Jim’s cancer enough
that he was able to return to his pulpit.
What follows is the sermon Jim preached from Romans
5:1–11 on the morning of his return, October 18, 1998. As
the members of the congregation listened to their young
preacher’s sermon, they understood something about dying
and rising with Christ that they hadn’t known just that way
before.
—Cornelius Plantinga, Jr., dean of the chapel at Calvin
College and a former teacher of Van Tholen’s at Calvin
Theological Seminary.
This is a strange day—for all of us. Most of you know
that today marks my return to this pulpit after seven
months of dealing with an aggressive and deadly form
of cancer. Now, with the cancer vacationing for a little
while, I am back. And of course I’m glad to be back. But
I can’t help feeling how strange this day is—especially
because I want to ignore my absence, and I want to
pretend everybody has forgotten the reason for it.
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But we can’t do that. We can’t ignore what has
happened. We can rise above it; we can live through
it; but we can’t ignore it. If we ignore the threat of
death as too terrible to talk about, then the threat
wins. Then we are overwhelmed by it, and our faith
doesn’t apply to it. And if that happens, we lose hope.
We want to worship God in this church, and for our
worship to be real, it doesn’t have to be fun, and it
doesn’t have to be guilt-ridden. But it does have to be
honest, and it does have to hope in God. We have to
be honest about a world of violence and pain, a world
that scorns faith and smashes hope and rebuts love.
We have to be honest about the world, and honest
about the difficulties of faith within it. And then we
still have to hope in God.
So let me start with the honesty. The truth is that
for seven months I have been scared. Not of the
cancer, not really. Not even of death. Dying is another
matter—how long it will take and how it will go. Dying
scares me. But when I say that I have been scared, I
don’t mean that my thoughts have centered on dying.
My real fear has centered somewhere else. Strange as
it may sound, I have been scared of meeting God.
How could this be so? How could I have believed in
the God of grace and still have dreaded to meet him?
Why did I stand in this pulpit and preach grace to
you over and over, and then, when I myself needed
the grace so much, why did I discover fear where the
grace should have been?
I think I know the answer now. As the wonderful
preacher John Timmer has taught me over the years,
the answer is that grace is a scandal. Grace is hard
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to believe. Grace goes against the grain. The gospel of
grace says that there is nothing I can do to get right
with God, but that God has made himself right with me
through Jesus’ bloody death. And that is a scandalous
thing to believe.
God comes to us before we go to him. John Timmer
used to say that this is God’s habit. God came to
Abraham when there was nothing to come to, just an
old man at a dead end. But that’s God for you. That’s
the way God likes to work. He comes to old men and to
infants, to sinners and to losers. That’s grace, and a
sermon without it is no sermon at all.
So I’ve tried to preach grace, to fill my sermons up
with grace, to persuade you to believe in grace. And
it’s wonderful work to have—that is, to stand here and
preach grace to people. I got into this pulpit and talked
about war and homosexuality and divorce. I talked
about death before I knew what death really was. And
I tried to bring the gospel of grace to these areas when
I preached. I said that God goes to people in trouble,
that God receives people in trouble, that God is a God
who gets into trouble be cause of his grace. I said what
our Heidelberg Catechism says: that our only comfort
in life and in death is that we are not our own but
belong to our faithful Savior, Jesus Christ.
I said all those things, and I meant them. But that was
before I faced death myself. So now I have a silly thing
to admit: I don’t think I ever realized the shocking
and radical nature of God’s grace—even as I preached
it. And the reason I didn’t get it where grace is
concerned, I think, is that I assumed I still had about
forty years left. Forty years to unlearn my bad habits.
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Forty years to let my sins thin down and blow away.
Forty years to be good to animals and pick up my
neighbors’ mail for them when they went on vacation.
But that’s not how it’s going to go. Now I have
months, not years. And now I have to meet my creator
who is also my judge—I have to meet God not later,
but sooner. I haven’t enough time to undo my wrongs,
not enough time to straighten out what’s crooked, not
enough time to clean up my life.
And that’s what has scared me.
So now, for the first time, I have to preach grace and
know what I’m talking about. I have to preach grace
and not only believe it, but rest on it, depend on it,
stake my life on it. And as I faced the need to do this
I remembered one of the simplest, most powerful
statements in the entire Bible.
You may have thought that the reason for my choice
of Romans 5 lay in the wonderful words about how
suffering produces endurance, and endurance
produces character, and character produces hope.
Those are beautiful words, true words, but I’m not so
sure they apply to me. I’m not sure I’ve suffered so
much or so faithfully to claim that my hope has arisen
through the medium of good character. No, many of
you know far more about good character than I do,
and more about suffering, too.
It wasn’t that beautiful chain with character as
the main link that drew my attention to Romans 5;
instead, it was just one little word in verses 6 and
8. It’s the Greek word eti, and it has brought comfort
to my soul. The word means “yet” or “still,” and it
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makes all the difference between sin and grace. Paul
writes that “while we were still weak Christ died for
the ungodly.” He wants us to marvel at the Christ of
the gospel, who comes to us in our weakness and
in our need. Making sure we get the point, Paul
uses the word twice in verse 6 in a repetitious and
ungrammatical piling up of his meaning: “Still while
we were still weak, at the right time Christ died for
the ungodly.”
I’m physically weak, but that’s not my main weakness,
my most debilitating weakness. What the last halfyear has proved to me is that my weakness is more
of the soul than the body. This is what I’ve come to
understand as I have dwelt on one question: How will I
explain myself to my God? How can I ever claim to have
been what he called me to be?
The center of my story—our story— is that the grace
of Jesus Christ carries us beyond every cancer, every
divorce, every sin, every trouble that comes to us.
And, of course, the scary truth is that I can’t. That’s
the kind of weakness Paul is talking about. And that’s
where eti comes in—while we were still weak, while
we were still sinners, while we were still enemies
of God, we were reconciled with him through the
death of his Son. I find it unfathomable that God’s
love propelled him to reach into our world with such
scandalous grace, such a way out, such hope. No doubt
God has done it, because there’s no hope anywhere
else. I know. I’ve been looking. And I have come to see
that the hope of the world lies only inside the cradle of
God’s grace.
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This truth has come home to me as I’ve been thinking
what it will mean to die. The same friends I enjoy now
will get together a year, and three years, and twenty
years from now, and I will not be there, not even in the
conversation. Life will go on. In this church you will
call a new minister with new gifts and a new future,
and eventually I’ll fade from your mind and memory. I
understand. The same thing has happened to my own
memories of others. When I was saying something like
this a few months ago to a friend of mine, he reminded
me of those poignant words of Psalm 103:15–16: “As for
mortals, their days are like grass; they flourish like a
flower of the field; for the wind passes over it, and it is
gone, and its place knows it no more.” For the first time
I felt those words in my gut; I understood that my place
would know me no more.
In his poem “Adjusting to the Light,” Miller Williams
explores the sense of awkwardness among Lazarus’s
friends and neighbors just after Jesus has resuscitated
him. Four days after his death, Lazarus returns to the
land of the living and finds that people have moved on
from him. Now they have to scramble to fit him back in:
Lazarus, listen, we have things to tell you. We killed the
sheep you meant to take to market. We couldn’t keep the
old dog, either. He minded you. The rest of us he barked
at. Rebecca, who cried two days, has given her hand to the
sandalmaker’s son. Please understand—we didn’t know
that Jesus could do this.
We’re glad you’re back. But give us time to think. Imagine
our surprise. … We want to say we’re sorry for all of that.
And one thing more. We threw away the lyre. But listen,
we’ll pay whatever the sheep was worth. The dog, too.
And put your room the way it was before.
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Miller Williams has it just right. After only a few days,
Lazarus’s place knew him no more. Before cancer, I liked
Williams’s poem, but now I’m living it. Believe me: hope
doesn’t lie in our legacy; it doesn’t lie in our longevity; it
doesn’t lie in our personality or our career or our politics
or our children or, heaven knows, our goodness. Hope lies
in eti.
So please don’t be surprised when in the days ahead I
don’t talk about my cancer very often. I’ve told a part
of my story today, because it seemed right to do it on
the first day back after seven months. But what we
must talk about here is not me. I cannot be our focus,
because the center of my story—our story—is that the
grace of Jesus Christ carries us beyond every cancer,
every divorce, every sin, every trouble that comes
to us. The Christian gospel is the story of Jesus, and
that’s the story I’m called to tell.
I’m dying. Maybe it will take longer instead of shorter;
maybe I’ll preach for several months, and maybe for a
bit more. But I am dying. I know it, and I hate it, and
I’m still frightened by it. But there is hope, unwavering
hope. I have hope not in something I’ve done, some
purity I’ve maintained, or some sermon I’ve written.
I hope in God—the God who reaches out for an enemy,
saves a sinner, dies for the weak.
That’s the gospel, and I can stake my life on it. I must.
And so must you.
This article first appeared in the May 24, 1999, issue of
Christianity Today.
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Reflect
How has cancer changed your view or deepened
your understanding of grace?

£

The pastor ends his sermon with this thought:
“I am dying. I know it, and I hate it, and I’m still
frightened by it. But there is hope, unwavering
hope… I hope in God—the God who reaches out for
an enemy, saves a sinner, dies for the weak.” What
does this mean to you? Does it offer any comfort?

£

What great power does the small word “eti” offer
to you?

£
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Full-Color
Faith
How Sandra Scott’s passion for
quilting helped her weather cancer.
By Verla Gillmor

Exotic fabrics and spools of thread in every

imaginable hue cram bins and drawers in Sandra
Scott’s workroom, which overlooks a wildflowersplashed stretch of Illinois prairie.
“I can’t sing or teach, and I’m shy about getting
up in front of people,” Sandra admits as she steps
up to a piece of white felt tacked on her wall and
arranges dozens of one-inch fabric squares. “My
quilts are my way of expressing thanks to God for
this wonderful gift he’s given me.”
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Although Sandra made doll clothes as a child and has
always done needlepoint, she learned to quilt only 12
years ago. Sandra and a friend took a handquilting
class, and a few months later she entered her first
two quilts in a local quilt show. She and her friend
both won awards—and Sandra was hooked.
Sandra admits she’s always had a way with color.
For years she served as a design consultant for model
homes and private clients, even though she had no
professional interior design training.
“I like odd colors and color combinations,” she says.
“Painters use watercolors or oils, sculptors use
clay, but I use fabric as my medium. Fabrics mix in
messy puddles in my studio as I snip and shift to see
what they’ll do of their own accord. I’m merely the
facilitator.”
As one of the first American quilters to do color
wash quilting, Sandra uses a technique that involves
mixing hundreds of small fabric squares to move
through a color spectrum like watercolors. “It’s not
easy to do,” Sandra says, “because you’re trying to
blend different fabrics. It’s not like blending paint.”
Nine years ago, Sandra’s husband’s job transfer
forced a move from Florida and the oceanfront home
she loved to the Chicago area with its brutal winters.
It was the 24th move of their 35-year marriage.
Less than a year later, her husband Robert’s job was
eliminated before they’d even moved into the home
they were building. Sandra was forced to set aside
her newfound passion for quilts and take a full-time
job to help pay the bills.
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Two years passed before a medical crisis returned
her to the fabric artistry she loved. “It was just before
Christmas and my husband was listening to a radio
program on breast cancer as he was driving home
from work. Robert came home and urged me to get a
mammogram. I said, ‘No way! It’s nearly Christmas!
I’ll do it later.’ He pressed hard, saying, ‘Sandra,
I feel strongly about this. I want you to do it right
away.’ I went that afternoon and, sure enough, the
mammogram detected cancer.”
Doctors urged Sandra to schedule an immediate
radical mastectomy. They said a less-radical
lumpectomy wasn’t an option. Stunned, Sandra turned
to family, her pastor, and church friends for counsel
and support. She leaned heavily on the promises in
Psalm 91.
“With a mastectomy you lose more than a breast. You
also lose lymph nodes—which help your body fight
infection. When I make quilts, my hands are always
being pricked with a needle and my fingers bleed.
Without lymph nodes, I would be at greater risk of
infection.” She sought a second medical opinion.
Through a series of circumstances she credits to God’s
guidance, Sandra found a surgeon involved in cuttingedge studies on the effectiveness of lumpectomies for
her kind of cancer. He performed a lumpectomy in
early January 1993, and Sandra immediately began
six weeks of grueling daily radiation treatments.
“I’m shy about getting up in front of people, so this is
how I thank God for what he’s done for me.”
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“I consider the cancer a blessing in many ways,” says
Sandra. “First, since my daily radiation treatments
forced me to quit my job, I had time to resume
quilting. It was great therapy for my heart. The
radiation treatments also gave me the opportunity to
meet people in our church. We were relatively new
to the congregation, and I hadn’t found any close
friends yet. But because of my illness, church people
brought us meals, prayed for me, and offered to take
me to radiation appointments. I made many new
friends. I also was in a Bible study on 2 Timothy at
the time and was deeply encouraged by the Apostle
Paul’s words to fight the good fight, finish the race,
and keep the faith.”
To express her gratitude, Sandra began a 90” x 90”
quilt for her church based on a quilt she’d seen in
another local church. She subsequently designed a
larger, original wall quilt for her church based on
Exodus.
Sandra’s always looking for a way to glorify God
through her quilts. One way is in the artist’s statement
that hangs alongside her public exhibits. “Displays
in public buildings aren’t supposed to promote
a particular religious viewpoint, but an artist’s
statement is an artist’s statement,” Sandra says. “I can
say how my faith affects my art and no one can sue me
for violating anyone’s civil rights.”
Sandra’s quilts appear in the permanent public
collections of a large hospital, a major Illinois
newspaper, and a library. Her work has hung in
the corporate headquarters of such companies as
Helene Curtis, Inc., and artisan galleries in Illinois,
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Florida, North Carolina, and Washington, D.C. She
was selected by a panel of other accredited fine artists
to exhibit with the Northwest Cultural Council, the
Illinois Artisans Program, the Barrington Area Arts
Council, and the Festival of the Arts in Westport,
Connecticut. When evangelist Luis Palau conducted a
major crusade in the Chicago area a few years ago, an
exhibit of 20 of Scott’s nontraditional quilts was used
as part of an outreach luncheon.
Her latest passion is a series of quilts based on
native Illinois wildflowers, including Virginia
Bluebells, Shooting Stars, Coneflowers, Lady Slippers,
Dutchman’s Breeches, and Blue Flag Irises. Sandra’s
also including exotic birds like the Blue Heron in the
series of original designs.
“The last thing I do at night before I go to bed is pray
for inspiration. I’ll say, ‘Give me a new idea, Lord,’
or ‘Give me a solution to this artistic problem,’ and
I’ll wake up with the answer. My quilts are my way
of worshiping God, the Supreme Creator, to whom all
glory is due.”
Verla Gillmor is a Today’s Christian Woman regular
contributor and freelance writer who lives in Illinois.
This article first appeared in the March/April 1999 issue
of Today’s Christian Woman.
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When Cancer Comes
Full-Color Faith

Reflect
Sandra recounted the many blessings God brought
her through her cancer. How might you see cancer
as a blessing?

£

Experiencing cancer opened up a unique worship
opportunity for Sandra—praising God through
her quilts. What unique opportunities has cancer
brought you?

£

Sandra said that quilting was great therapy for
her heart. What kind of therapy could you take up
for your heart?

£

How can struggling with cancer be part of fighting
“the good fight” that Paul talks about in 2 Timothy?
How might you fight the good fight, finish the race,
and keep the faith in your present circumstances?

£
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Visit the new
The new Today’s Christian Woman
focuses on stories of real women
putting God first in the grit of real life.
Be inspired by women living beyond
themselves in their families, churches
and communities. And share your story!

New Ways
to Connect
Living
Beyond:
Find encouragement and
inspiration through stories
of God using women who
are living fearlessly for
his kingdom.

What I’m
Learning:
Share what God is teaching
you in the good times and
the hard times. Together
we can guide one another
through the seasons of life.

Deeper
Faith:
Grow your most
important relationship
through spiritual practices.

GO TO

TodaysChristian
Woman.com

NOW

